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Abstract: A new approach to senior-level fiber optics and photonics curricula is presented. The approach shifts the education goals’ focus from device construction and physics to system level integration and performance. A revised curriculum is presented, and feedback from students in the initial offering is provided.
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Fiber optic and photonic technology is now commonplace in the professional worlds of communications, sensing, and networking. For many years, electrical engineering programs have offered senior-level fiber optics technical electives introducing students to this technology. As the technology has matured, and applications have become both more elaborate and demanding, the need for students familiar with the special considerations of engineering these systems has grown. However, the form of the educational offerings most often provided has not changed to help better prepare students for work in the field.

A new curriculum has been developed to accommodate the shift in fiber optic engineering emphasis from devices to system level design and performance. This approach encourages students to learn the details by presenting first the system architectures, system performance measures, and system engineering issues. Device operation and theory are included, but are not the main approach to studying fiber optics. In this fashion, device operation and theory are left for a subsequent course.

A senior level course has been offered using this approach. Initial student feedback is positive, and the students are able to perform at system level problems.

Fig. 1. Fiber optics curriculum flow for 40 class term.